Accessing LinkedIn Learning on a phone or tablet.

Updated instructions for the Google Play Store are coming soon. (You can get started by installing the LinkedIn Learning app from the Google Play Store.)

**Apple App Store**

Locate the "LinkedIn Learning" app on the App Store.

Click "Sign in".

Fill in your Carleton email address.

If you have connected LinkedIn Learning to your LinkedIn profile, then you will need to enter your LinkedIn password into the field provided.
If you haven't connected LinkedIn Learning to your LinkedIn profile, you may be given the opportunity to connect your LinkedIn profile to LinkedIn Learning. There are pros and cons to connecting them.

Information on the benefits of connecting.

Information about disconnecting LinkedIn Learning from your LinkedIn profile. (You only need this if you have connected them and later decide to disconnect them.)

LinkedIn Learning will then direct you to authenticate to Carleton.

Use your Carleton username and password once you get to the familiar Carleton login page.
After your credentials have been authenticated, you will see a screen on the LinkedIn Learning app where you can get started!